Registration Agreement and Waiver ~ Electric Vehicle Charging (Trickle Charging) Permit Program

I wish to participate in the Brookhaven Science Associates (BSA’s) Electric Vehicle Charging Permit Program (EVCP) at Brookhaven National Laboratory site (BNL), as it is administered by Brookhaven Employee Recreation Assn. (BERA). I understand my participation in the program is subject to the following conditions and limitations:

- I agree to pay Brookhaven Employee Recreation Assn. (BERA) $17.56/month for the cost of electricity and administration of this electric vehicle charging program.
- I understand that payment is only in the form of cash, check and money order made out to BERA. No credit cards will be accepted.
- I agree to pay BERA the monthly fee in the BERA store.
- I understand that regardless of how many days I actually charge my Electric Vehicle (EV) I am still responsible for the full monthly fee and no credits will be allotted.
- EV charging is only allowed at designated outlets.
- EV charging periods are from 07:00 – 18:00, unless otherwise specified at outlets.
- A current valid monthly EVCP permit will be displayed on the vehicle at all times during charging.
- I authorize BNL to disconnect my EV from a charging station in the event of an emergency, BNL fleet vehicle priority, or if my vehicle is connected to an outlet beyond its allotted charging time.
- I agree to coordinate all scheduling with the BERA EV club as necessary.
- I understand that BNL/BSA is not responsible for any damage to my EV that may result from charging related activity.
- I will comply with all requirements and restrictions of the EV program as explained in written guidance provided to me upon registration.
- I agree to utilize listed Electric Vehicle Cord Sets that meet all OEM safety standards (dual voltage, SAE J1772 compliant, ANSI/UL 2231-1) and shall be marked as suitable for outdoor use.
- I agree that when the cord is in use, cord sets shall not be submerged in water.
- I agree to test the GFCI outlet before use.
- I agree to follow the vehicle manufacturer’s specifications and to report any interruption of power (i.e., GFCI or circuit breaker trips) to the cognizant Facility Project Manager (FPM).
- I agree to unplug the cord in accordance with the manufactures recommendations.

In consideration for BNL/BSA allowing me to participate in the EVCP I hereby waive and release any and all rights and claims which otherwise may accrue to me or which I may have against BERA/BSA LLC, BNL, the Department of Energy, or any of their employees, officers or directors for any and all injuries, losses, or damages resulting from my participation in this program.

Accepted by

Print Name: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Signature: __________________________ E-Mail: __________________________